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A: Turns out, there are two aspects to this
issue. The first is that the GPS chips in many
phones (aside from certain low-end Android
devices) are not GPS chips. The GPS chips
in most smartphones are Glonass chips,
which are basically the Chinese version of
GPS. What happens here is that the GPS and
Glonass chips are both communicating with
a constellation of satellites (i.e. the Glonass
chips are also receiving a GPS signal and
identifying it), and when they are both trying
to communicate with a particular satellite,
the phone (and hence, the GpsSatellite
Service) takes an action it deems to be the
best available for the situation. In this case,
it's a 2-satellite Glonass lock (so both GPS
and Glonass are in lock, but Glonass is the
best) and it tries to get a better GPS lock.
The fact that you still have a valid GPS fix is
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a clear indication that you're in a place that is
relatively close to a Glonass satellite (a place
with only one or two GPS satellites), and it's
likely that you have a GPS fix as well as a
Glonass fix. The second aspect is that the
Glonass chip is occasionally causing
problems in GPS-capable devices when it's
in power save mode. The chip turns off when
it detects that it is not being used for a while
(as is the case here), and when it does that, it
won't be able to maintain a lock on GPS
satellites (it keeps an internal log of the
satellite data that it thinks it should be
receiving, but when it can't receive the
signal, it won't be able to fill the log). In fact,
this happens in the browser app on your
phone, when you open it after a while of not
having used it (it sees that it has enough GPS
satellites and will turn on, then it gets a fix,
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then the GPS chip wakes up, then it keeps
trying to get a fix, and it gets no signal). In
the end, you should be able to use both
satellites. It's a bit strange that only Glonass
will work, but that's just how phones work.
Q: Proving, by example, that a set is dense in
another Let $G$ be a group. Given a subset
$A$ of $G$, I want to show that the set $$
\bigcap_{g
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